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Abstract
Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
(VIMS) observations of Saturn’s infrared H+

3 auro-
ral emissions have revealed insights into solar wind-
magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling at
Saturn. These observations include:

• Large-scale polar morphology unique to the H+
3

emissions [1] - e.g. Fig. 1

• Inter-hemispheric differences in emission inten-
sity [2] - e.g. Fig. 2

• Multiple arcs at different latitudes, without con-
sistent UV H and H2 emission counterparts [3]

• Significant local time asymmetry [4]

• Intensity modulation by rotating field-aligned
current systems [4]

raised temperature across the pole, which would only affect the infra-
red auroral brightness. Such an increase in temperature could be due
to increased heating, or may indicate lower-energy particles precip-
itating higher into the atmosphere.

That this bright polar aurora appears to be separated from the
main auroral oval by a region of low emission is of particular interest.
At Earth, bright aurorae do occur across the polar cap region, but
only in the form of ‘theta’ aurorae, namely arcs of auroral emission
that extend from a point close to noon to one near midnight (local
times) across the polar cap, not the high-latitude disks of emission
seen here. Theta aurorae at Earth are believed to be associated with
large-scale reconfigurations of magnetospheric open flux that occur
over several hours during specific orientations of the. However,
because the timescale for reconfigurations of Saturn’s open flux (a
few days) is generallymuch longer than the timescale for variations of
the interplanetary magnetic field (a few hours), this phenomenon is
unlikely to occur in Saturn’s magnetosphere21.

Thus, the bright polar aurora appears to be unique to Saturn and is
unexpected on the basis of existing discussions of solar-wind-driven
magnetosphere–auroral dynamics. However, it may be associated
with varying ion velocities recently measured across the polar region
using ground-based spectroscopy11. These observations show that
some regions poleward of themain auroral oval return to co-rotation
with the planet, a phenomena that is also currently unexplained by

models of ionospheric–magnetospheric interaction. This produces a
velocity shear within the polar region that might be related to the
formation of this bright polar emission.

Equatorward of the main auroral oval, emission generally falls off
relatively quickly, except for there being a consistent arc of emission
just equatorward of the main oval on the nightside (Fig. 2). This arc
can extend as far as the dayside, and sometimes appears to form an
outer oval extending over all local times. This correlates with brief,
limb-brightened nightside ultraviolet emission seen by HST5 and in
preliminary UVIS observations19.

Given its location equatorward of the main auroral oval, the arc is
likely to be caused by an internal magnetospheric process. It could be
indicative of energetic particle injections into the inner magneto-
sphere, which at Earth are often positioned at a local time near
midnight25. However, because these injections are relatively uncom-
mon and the equatorward arc is seen to re-occur across the ultraviolet
and infrared data sets, this explanation seems unlikely. Thus, the
equatorward arc at Saturn has no known analogy at another planet;
it has also never been predicted by theoretical modelling. Thus, the
presence of such an aurora reveals important internal magneto-
spheric dynamics driving a significant, yet previously undiscussed,
current system. The location of the aurora strongly suggests that this
current system is associated with dynamics within the magnetotail.

This arc could be the equatorward ‘jovian-like’ auroral emission
recently detected by ground-based infrared spectroscopy14,26. The
significant brightening on the nightside suggests a non-axisymmetric
breakdown in co-rotation in the plasma caused by sub-co-rotating
flux tubes expanding outwards on the nightside, owing to lack of
confinement by the solar wind. However, it is not clear whether these
two separately detected auroral features are co-located, and they may
constitute two separate current systems forming auroral emission at
Saturn. Along with the presence of large regions of auroral emission
across the polar cap, this suggests that although recent observations
have finally begun to explain the origin of the main auroral oval at
Saturn, our understanding of the currents flowing between the iono-
sphere and the magnetosphere has barely begun to explain the
auroral emission seen from Saturn.
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Figure 3 | Bright polar auroral emission. a, b, c, d, Images, made on 9 June
(a, b) and 24 May (c, d) 2007, viewing the northern dusk–noon sector at a
distance between 24.4RS and 26.4RS. Below each aurora plot is a three-colour
visible image overlaid with a grid as in Fig. 1b. The images are separated by
3 h, 18min (a, b) and 4 h, 6min (c, d). In all the images, themain auroral oval
can be seen to extend all the way around the planet, although the emission is
typically weaker in the dusk sector. However, it is the emission across the
polar cap that is particularly noteworthy. In a and c, there are large regions of
strong polar auroral activity inside themain auroral oval. These are brightest
at a latitude.82uN, and extend fromnoon tomidnight andwell inside both
the dawn and dusk sectors. There is a band of relatively low emission that
separates this emission from the main auroral oval. The brightness of the
main auroral oval appears to increase when this polar cap emission occurs.
The strength and location of this aurora is unlike any emission previously
seen in the ultraviolet, or within the aurorae of other planets. In b and
d, significant poleward emission in the dawn–noon sector can also be seen.
Given the viewing angle, it is difficult to determine if this emission is separate
from the main auroral oval or if it constitutes a poleward extension of the
main oval. This emission is more clearly observed than dawn brightening
events in the ultraviolet, but could be associated with features previously
seen in the ultraviolet emission9. There is also some evidence of emission
equatorward of the main auroral oval at and around midnight in all these
images.
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Figure 1: Example images of Saturn’s northern H+
3

aurora observed by Cassini VIMS in 2007. From [1].

Figure 2: Ratio of average, pre-equinoctial northern
and southern auroral H+

3 intensities as a function of
latitude and local time. Modified from [2].

These analyses were performed using data acquired
in Cassini’s early sequences of inclined orbits (during
2006–2009), while Saturn experienced southern sum-
mer.

The intensity of the H+
3 aurora is strongly dependent

on the thermospheric temperature, while the strength
of auroral field-aligned current systems depends on the
ionospheric conductivity. These parameters can there-
fore be influenced by solar illumination, i.e. by chang-
ing season.

Over summer 2012, Cassini will again increase the
inclination of its orbit, affording a new view of the au-
rora under post-equinox conditions. We will present
some highlights of the post-equinox observations ac-
quired so far, with preliminary analysis in comparison
to the trends described above.
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